Units
Throughout this report we use the following units: : centigrade with respect to 300 K Where confusion is not possible these units will not be mentioned. § 1. INTRODUCTION.
In various microscale techniques a considerable amount of thermal energy is continuously produced within a small volume. This energy has to be rapidly removed, because otherwise the increasing temperature will cause malfunctioning or even destruction of the device. To that end a special type of diamond is applied with extremely useful thermal properties (see (2] and [3] ). Though being an electric insulator its thermal conductivity in the range of 0-200°C is about four times as high as it is in copper. By mounting the device on a commodious diamond the energy is fast spread over a larger region and the temperature range may be limited. To save money, copper is used for the further heat transport to the surroundings.
The thermal conductivity of diamond is, contrary to that of copper, temperature dependent and decreases with increasing temperature. The diffusion equation for the transport of heat is therefore a nonlinear equation. Because of this it may happen that the produced amount of heat per unit of time is too large for the geometry under consideration. Then no stationary transport of heat is possible and the temperature will increase infinitely. Therefore the PURPOSE of the project is :
Calculation of the stationary temperature distribution in diamond-copper systems for several geometries as a function of the applied heat nux.
Earlier we reported results for heat source and diamond geometries with axial or square symmetry around a vertical axis. Here we study geometries which are meant for applications in the amplifier stations of optical fibres. The heat source is a laser, which has essentially a line shape. Furthermore, a vertical cut of the copper block complicates the geometry. The details are given in the following section . All relevant features of the required mathematics have already been worked out in [1] and [2) , so we omit them here. The main difference in technical respect with earlier calculations is the reduction of symmetry ,which leads to a lot of additonal computational effort. As stated above diamond heat sinks are used in combination with copper heat sinks. The effectiveness of the diamond is measured by comparing the maximum temperature in the systems with and without diamond. The ratio of these two values or the so-called gain factor is studied as a function of the diamond form. The results are presented in graphical form. After discussion of these gain factor results we give contourplots of the temperature distribution over some diamond faces.
We note that for the thermal conductivity of diamond the expression in [2] is used and not the one in [1 ] .
GEOMETRY
The geometry under consideration and the corresponding symbols to be used in this report are given in figure 1 . The block of diamond is mounted on top of a piece of copper, which is bounded by a horizontal and a vertical plane. This plane is just in line with one of the diamond faces. In practical applications the copper volume is, of course, finite but big compared to the diamond so that the assumption of unboundedness is reliable.
The heat flux Fo from the laser equipment enters the diamond from above across a rectangle. The heat can leave the diamond only across the diamond copper boundary. We assume that the heat penetrates nowhere the other boundaries. This is certainly reliable in view of the low thermal conductivity of the surrounding air. In this model the heat flows off via the copper regions at infinity.
The maximum and minimum temperatures T max and T min respectively in the diamond are attained at points A and B respectively, while the diamond copper boundary gets warmest at point C. 
RESULTS
The temperature in diamond is a function of the geometrical parameters R, L, R 0 and R 1 and the ap· plied amount of heat per unit time F 0 • As already pointed in [1] and [2] , all equations are invariant under scaling of these five parameters with the same multiplicative factor. So one of them may be kept fixed. In the present work we scaled all parameters with R 0 , the length of the line source.
To determine the effectivenes of the diamond it is appropriate to compare the T max values obtained with and without the diamond present. We define the ratio of these respective values as the gain factor of the configuration. In [1] and [2] we found that T mar. depends linearly on F 0 as long as the tempera· ture does not deviate much from room temperature. In that case the gain factor is thus independent of F O· In the applications in optical fibres this condition is always fulfilled. is varied over the range 1-6. It appears that higher values are hardly interesting, because then the T max values become nearly independent of R (except if the heat source has a square form). The height of the diamond is varied over quite a wide range (10-2 ,;;;; L/Ro,;;;; 10 2 ). Although, of course, not all these cases are relevant in practice, the systematic study of them yields a rather complete insight in the behaviour of the system.
Gain Factor Curves
In figures 2-5 we present gain factor curves as a function of the geometrical parameters depicted in fig· ure 1. The gain factor is independent of F 0 if the temperatures does not deviate much from room temperature. For each case we also give the maximum and minimum temperatures T max and T mim which should be obtained at the laser-copper boundary if no diamond were present and if Fr/Ro = 1. 5 show that the dependence of the gain factor on the geometry is far from being trivial. We deduce the following general properties of the system.
Dependence on L
All the curves show remarkebly flat minima. (Note that the horizontal axis is on a logarithmic scale) . The gain factor is thus rather insensitive to the value of L over a wide range. In several cases an increase of L with a factor of 100 leaves the gain factor nearly unchanged.
With exception of the square heat source configuration the gain factor shows a strong dependence on L outside these flat minima. Beneath the flat range the diamond is too thin to spread the heat well and above it the diamond form resembles such an ugly high tower that merely additional resistance is introduced by applying the diamond. So in practice it requires some care to select the minimum diamond height with the maximum effect (for given R value) Dependence on R .
For each RJRo ratio the gain factor becomes insensitive to the value of R/R 0 above some typical upper boundary. For RJR 0 = 1,1/5,1/10 and 1/20 these upper boundaries are about 7,5,4 and 3 respectively. Use of diamonds with bigger dimensions is clearly a waste of money.
In some regions of figures 2-5 the gain factor appears to be highly sensitive to the R/Ro ratio. For example, in case of a line source with R JR 0 = 1/10 ( fig. 4 ) the cooling performance of the system can be increased by a factor of 2, merely by increasing R/Ro by a factor of 3/2. So it is worthy to choose the R/R 0 ratio with great care.
Dependence on R 1 and R 0
In case of a square heat source (figure 2) the diamond dimensions should be much bigger than the source dimensions (thus R >> R 0 ) in order to obtain a reasonable gain factor. This conclusion fully agrees with the results in [1] and [2] .
In case of a line source (figures 3,4 and 5) a high gain factor is already obtained if the R value is not much bigger than the source length R 0 .
The most favourable configuration is R JR 0 = 1/10. Then the highest gain factor can be obtained by applying relatively little diamond. This optimum is the result of two competitive tendencies. On the one hand, it is favourable to stretch the heat source because this facilitates a flow off of the heat in the vicinity of the warmest point in the diamond (point A in figure 1 ). On the other hand, a very long and thin line source approaches the geometry of an infinitely long line source. In the latter case, which is in essence twoin stead of three-dimensional, no stationary heat flow exists. That is why the heat sink in figure 5 is less effective than in figure 4.
Optimal geometry
The equipment to be cooled is in practice characterized by four parameters: R 0 , Rt. F 0 and an upper boundary for the temperature, above which the laser does not work satisfactorily. In order to choose the optimal diamond form, in which the needed cooling is obtained using the smallest volume of diamond, one might proceed as follows :
Choose among figures 2-5 the one with the R JR 0 ratio most close to the corresponding ratio of the equipment.
Find from the figure captions the T max value, which should be attained if no diamond should be present and if Fr/R 0 = 1.
Multiply this T max value by the Fr/R 0 value of the equipment. Divide the resulting temperature by the given upper boundary of the temperature. This yields the needed gain factor.
Note that a gain factor of about 5 is the upper limit for diamond heat sinks, because this is just the ratio of the respective thermal conductivities of diamond and copper at room temperature.
CONTOURPLOTS
In figure 6-14 we present some typical contourplots of the temperature distributions on the diamond faces. The plots present the results in case of a line source with RJR 0 = 0.1. We fixed the applied heat flux at Fr/R 0 = 100.
Note that in all figures only half of the diamond faces is depicted because of the existing symmetry. See figure 6 for further explanation.
In figures 6a-14a the temperatures at the top (left) and bottom (right) faces of the diamond are given. In these figures the lower left hand side corners correspond with the points A and C in figure 1.
In figures 6b-14b the temperature at the front (left) and rear (right) faces with respect to the laser axis are drawn. The points A and C in figure 1 correspond with the upper and lower left hand side corners respectively of the left plots. Point B in figure 1 corresponds with the lower right hand side comers of the right plots. 2.0000 1.0000 0.1000 100.0000 22.1468 6.3371
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